SECONDARY SERVICE
SERVICE DISCONNECT (NEMA 4X)
ANCHOR BASE STEEL STRAIN POLE & FD
WIRELESS INTERCONNECT MASTER YAGI ANTENNA
DIGITAL TYPE POLE MTD. CONTROLLER
HH
1-3" DB CONDUIT
ALUMINUM FEDEAL & FD
PUSHBUTTON FOR CROSSING TRUNKLINE
1W-2C-PA SEE DETAIL B-2 ON SIG-028-A

EX. STEEPLINE

STOP BAR

TRUNKLINE

CROSSWALK

STOP BAR

TRUNKLINE

EX. STEEPLINE

SECONDARY SERVICE
SERVICE DISCONNECT
EX. WOOD POLE
WIRELESS INTERCONNECT REMOTE
WITH YAGI ANTENNA
HH
1-3" DB CONDUIT

1W-1C 12" SIGN OPTICAL
W3-4b

OPTIONAL

ANCHOR BASE STEEL STRAIN POLE & FD
HH
1-3" DB CONDUIT
ALUMINUM FEDEAL & FD
PUSHBUTTON FOR CROSSING TRUNKLINE
1W-2C-PA SEE DETAIL B-2 ON SIG-028-A

PUSH-BUTTONS FOR CROSSING TRUNKLINE ARE TO BE INSTALLED IN MIDDLE OF LANDING AREA (4' X 4' MIN.) WITH SLOPE OF 2% MAX.